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fundamental importance in physiological systems. The most conspicuous
feature of NO is its short half-life; the biologically active NO released
from its dinitrosyl iron complexes or by chemical reduction is rapidly
converted to other reactive species, particularly peroxynitrite. This

compound is a potent oxidant. Therefore, NO is biologically important
and has important functions in maintaining renal function, for example,

in the modulation of renal blood flow and the modulation of kidney
morphology and function. Nitric oxide in the distal convoluted tubule is
protective against renal damage through, at least in part, inhibition of

apoptosis. Here, we present information to support the role of NO in the
maintenance of kidney function.The present invention relates to a
fastener shank or nail used for fastening wall studs in the walls of

relatively large (preferably thick) buildings, for example, in a roof or a
wall of an industrial or residential building, or in a concrete-encased
building wall. One type of fastener used in the past for fastening wall

studs includes an elongated shank or nail having a point for piercing or
nailing the stud. Another type of fastener includes a sleeve which is

compressed about and radially expanded by the shank or nail so that the
sleeve is held against the wall stud and does not pull or pry off the wall
stud. Fastener sleeves of this latter type are described, for example, in
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license.Samir Qureshi to launch Pudit Ventures QURESHI’S first venture

fund, Pudit Ventures, is to be launched this week at London Stock
Exchange Group’s Alternative Investment Conference. The venture

capital fund, which is 50 per cent owned by Samir Qureshi, the founder
and chief executive of Indian conglomerate Sahara India Pariwar and 40
per cent by partner aIFR, is expected to invest between $20m (£10m)
and $50m. Pudit Ventures is targeting between $60m and $150m of

investment a year over the next three to five years and will have a first
close of around $10m next year. Investors include private equity houses
Haverty Group and Advent International and German car parts supplier
Brinkhoff. It will invest in early stage technology companies, sometimes

in niche fields such as artificial intelligence, but will also back social
entrepreneurs. “In India, most VC investments are being made in IT and
telecoms, and I believe this should change,” said Mr Qureshi. “Pudit is a
small, trusted, exceptional VC and that’s very important. We’re bringing
a different model of VC to India.” André Balseiro, chief executive of the
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London Stock Exchange’s Alternative Investment business and which will
launch the fund, says: “I find Samir’s insight into business and

technology extremely valuable. We are delighted to be able to tap into
his skills in an entrepreneurial way.” The fund, which will also have
offices in London, New York and Bangalore, will invest in up to 15

companies a year, of which one to three will get $1m, or about 50 per
cent of total commitments, some of them for $250,000, he said. The fund

is named after the slingshot given to Pudit, the monkey in the Mahab
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